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	The paper describes the large eddy simulation model of gaseous deflagration in a closed vessel and simulation results for stoichiometric hydrogen-air premixed combustion initiated at the centre of a closed 6.37 m3 spherical vessel. The model is based on the large eddy simulation approach to turbulence modelling and the gradient method to model mass burning rate in premixed combustion. The method to reduce the simulated flame front thickness is suggested and its performance is investigated. The solution adaptive mesh refinement is used to decrease the CPU time required for simulation. The simulated deflagration pressure dynamics is in agreement with published experimental data, and flame front dynamics propagation velocity is in agreement with simulation results according to a lumped parameter model for the same experiment.
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Introduction
	At the moment the method of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the most sophisticated comprehensive approach to solve model and study fundamental and practical combustion problems. This is supported by the ever increasing performance and accessibility of modern computers. However, the practical implementation of CFD methods requires thorough validations of numerical simulations against experimental data [1], including the area of fire and explosion safety [2]. The number of papers, where results of three-dimensional numerical simulations of gaseous explosions are compared against experimental data, is extremely very small. This is relevant even to the “simple” cases like the flame propagation in a closed spherical vessel from a centrally positioned point ignition source, chosen for simulations in the present paper. This study is the first to a series of works on develop the general deflagration large eddy simulation (LES) model for gaseous deflagrations and validate it against various experimentsal data, including vented deflagrations in large-scale enclosures with obstacles.
	Lumped parameter models are often used in the sphere of explosion safety. Lumped parameter modelsThey need just a fractionfewnot much of computer resources required forcompared to CFD models and they have been validated against a large amount of experimental data. These models are able to provide a highly precise accurate solutions in some special specific cases of premixed combustion cases, particularly for closed spherical vessels and empty vessels with venting panels devices (for vessels with length - to diameter ratio up to 3:1). In these cases simulation results obtained from by lumped parameter models could be used for verification of CFD simulations [2]. However, lumped parameter models are one-dimensional and have significant limitations in description of gaseous deflagration dynamics compare to three-dimensional CFD models. These “natural” limitations include explosions in enclosures with complex geometry, in enclosures with large length- to diameter ratio, with internal obstacles, etc. Also oIt is very difficult to apply one-dimensional models to simulate deflagration dynamics in linked vessels or series of vessels. These models can notcannot be used to describe simulate transitional combustion processes, like deflagration to detonation transition. Furthermore, using lumped parameter models it is practically impossibledifficult to describe the interaction of vented internal deflagration and external explosions, which takes place when unburned mixture is vented from a vessel and then, being highly turbulent, is ignited in the open surrounding atmosphere. One-dimensional models also have a limited ability to describe heat losses to enclosure walls, as they don’t identify the real flame front position relative to walls and obstacles, especially in complex geometries.
	The recent efforts to improve simulation of gaseous deflagrations have highlighted some problems, including accurate modelling of laminar and transitional laminar to turbulent flame propagation [3] and turbulence-combustion interaction [4]. According to the present-daycurrent knowledge, (e.g. [5]), character and structure of the flame front, propagating in an initially quiescent mixture, changes with flame radius. Depending on fuel and mixture properties, the flame remains laminar up to a radius of the order of some centimetres in size. Preferential diffusion instability affects the “fine” flame front structure, giving a rise to  flame wrinklinginstabilities with the wrinkle characteristic size of the order of the flame front thickness. This size of instabilities can not be resolved in CFD simulations when the characteristic size of the problem is significantly larger than the real flame front thickness, such as in the case of gaseous deflagrations with a characteristic size from several to several hundred meters. The effect of these instabilities can be taken into account through the burning velocity value. As iIt follows From experimental data it follows that the cellular structure appears on the flame front surface when the flame front radius reaches a size of several centimetres. The formation of the cellular structure is caused by hydrodynamic instability. A wide spectrum of instability wavelengths – from several centimetres millimeters to the flame front radius - gives rise to a fractal-like flame wrinkling [5]. The development of the cellular structure leads to an increase of the flame front area, which, in turn, leads to growth of the combustion rate and, eventually, to the self-turbulizing regime of the flame front propagation.
	The extent to which the modification of turbulent flow by combustion can be captured depends on the choice of the turbulence model [4] and the way in which a flame front is simulated. Large eddy simulation (LES) is an approach to numerical simulations of reacting flows which provides the instantaneous resolved field and explicitly computes the large structures of the flow, allowing a better description of the turbulence-combustion interaction [6-8]. However the flame front thickness problem must also be considered: the flame front should be adequately resolved on the computational grid to avoid numerical difficulties and, at the same time, a wide simulated flame front adversely affects deflagration dynamics [8]. Particularly, the flame front thickness of at least 4 control volumes of rectangular grid was recommended in [9]. Possibly, the control volume number required for resolution of the flame front will be smaller for unstructured tetrahedral grid. So we can expect that the real flame front cellular structure of the order of 5-10 control volume sizes (2-3 simulated flame front thickness) will be resolved by LES. The knowledge of LES applicability limits to simulate large-scale problems is important for fire and explosion safety engineering and can be obtained only from validation against experimental data.
	The aim of this work is the development of LES model for simulation of explosion dynamics in large-scale enclosures and its verification against experimental data on stoichiometric hydrogen-air deflagration in 6.37 m3 closed spherical vessel with a centrally positioned point ignition source. Hydrogen combustion problem is chosen here as a validation example because of the high potentialemerging use  of hydrogen as the alternative energy carrier of the near future.
Deflagration Model 
Governing Fluid Flow Equations 




	Here  - density, , where M - molecular mass, , with Vm – volume fraction of m-th specie, p - pressure,  - universal gas constant, T -– temperature;  - time;  - velocity components;  - spatial coordinates;  - stress tensor; - vector of gravity acceleration; - total energy, , where - enthalpy, u - velocity;  - molecular heat flux in j-th direction, , where - dynamic viscosity, - specific heat capacity of mixture, , Pr	- Prandtl number, , -molecular heat transfer coefficient; - molecular diffusion flux of m-th specie in j-th direction, , where - mass fraction of m-thmth specie, Sc - Schmidt number, , where D - diffusion coefficient; - source term in energy conservation equation; i,j,k - spatial coordinate indexes, m - specie index.
	LES filtered (over bar) and mass-weighted (Favre) filtered (tilde) quantities are introduced correspondingly as [7]: 
,										(4)
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	Unresolved turbulent momentum fluxes  are expressed similar to standard models for non-reactive flows [7, 8]:
,
where  - rate of strain tensor; index t stands for turbulent values and SGS – for subgrid scale values. The laminar dilatation term  (- Kronneker symbol), which is close to zero beyond the flame front and assumed to be small comparinged to the SGS stress tensor in the flame front area for turbulent flow, was neglected in these simulations. Additionally, the modelled simulated flame front, where gas expansion takes place, is wide compare to the real flame front and processes inside of it cannot be realistic inside the numerical flame front anyway. The effective stress tensor, obtained combining laminar and SGS tensors, is:
.
	Unresolved SGS and molecular energy fluxes are described using the same approach:
.
	Terms  and  and  are associated with the energy source due to species diffusion and viscous heating and energy source due to species diffusion and they were modelled here assuming:
,
.




	The source term for the energy equation is associated with the chemical reaction rate  and will be considered in the combustion model section.
	The effective viscosity was calculated according to renormalization group (RNG) theory, which is capable of modelling fluid flow in limits of both laminar and high Reynolds number flow regimes [10]:
,
where ,  - Heaviside function. 
	In this study the molecular Prandtl number was set to . The effective Prandtl number suggested in RNG theory [10] for non-reactive flows was accepted for calculations: 
	.						(12)
Combustion Model
	Assuming a one-step global irreversible reaction the species transport equation for the premixed combustion system is usually recast in the form of the progress variable equation, [11]:
,								(13)
where - progress variable (normalised product mass fraction), c=0 in unburned mixture and c=1.0 in combustion products, Jjc – progress variable diffusion flux, Sc – source term. 
	In the laminar flamelet regime chemical kinetics enters the combustion system only through its influence on burning velocity , the flame-turbulence interaction is purely kinematic [4] and modelling of detailed chemistry can be omitted. Various models for the combustion reaction rate feature strong similarities [12], and the local mass burning rate can be described using the gradient combustion method [13],  (index u stands for unburned mixture). The gradient method ensures that the prescribed mass burning rate takes place because the integral of the progress variable gradient in the normal to the flame front direction is always equal to unity. Besides the method treats the flame front movement and the effect of merging interfaces naturally without additional computational cost.
	LES explicitly resolves the flame front wrinkling on a mesh scale. The effect of the flame wrinkling at the subgrid scale should be accounted using SGS wrinkling factor , which is just a multiplier to the laminar burning velocity. Apparently, the smaller the control volume size used – the larger the fraction of the flame front wrinkling resolved explicitly in simulations and, thus, the smaller the SGS wrinkling factor. In the limit of the fine enough grid the SGS wrinkling factor can be taken as .
	Applying filtering to (13) and introducing modelling expression for molecular and SGS diffusion fluxes
,
the progress variable equation has a following form:
.					(14)
	The molecular Schmidt number was taken as  and the effective Schmidt number was calculated similar to effective Prandtl number, eq. (12). The reaction rate was calculated neglecting the difference between and  (similar to [14]):
. 

	The over-bar   and tilde ​

​ will be omitted further, assuming mass-weighted filtered values for all variables except for density and pressure.
	To narrow the distribution of the progress variable over grid cells the following modifications of the gradient method and the source terms in the progress variable and energy conservation equations have been suggested here:
, 										(15)
, 								(16)
where N is chosen from the consideration of the flame front thickness. This approach has a potential to decrease the flame front thickness due to the faster change in the progress variable value and, at  the same time, preserving the total mass burning rate, because the integral of across the flame front thickness is always equal to unity regardless N value. Choosing the value of N it needs to keep in mind that too high value of N can lead to unacceptably thin flame front and numerical instabilities in solution process. Simulations for two values of N were carried out and results were compared in the present paper:  (standard gradient method [13]) and  (modified gradient method). In all simulations the SGS wrinkling factor was taken as  because the mixture was initially quiescent and flame front wrinkling was already accounted for in the adopted values of Sui and . Besides, the data on the cellular structure in the large-scale deflagrations, available from literature [15] (15-45 cm at the flame radius 1-3 m), suggests that the numerical grid used in the present simulations is fine enough.
Problem setup and numerical realisation
	In the present study the dynamics of stoichiometric hydrogen-air (29.5% by vol.) deflagration in the 6.37 m3 closed spherical vessel (diameter 2.3 m) with central ignition [16] has been modelled. Initial temperature and initial pressure were equal 373 K and 97 kPa correspondingly. The burning velocity for experiment [16] was obtained previously by the inverse problem method [17] in the form . The initial burning velocity was equal  ms-1 and overall thermokinetic index . It must be said that being based on one-dimensional lumped parameter model, the burning velocity Su and overall thermokinetic index  incorporate the effect of the flame front wrinkling, arising from both preferential diffusion and hydrodynamic instability. At the same time, the cellular structure (wrinkling) of the flame front will be explicitly resolved (at least partially) in LES, which means that the effect of cellular structure on the combustion intensification is over accounted for. Thus we should expect that the simulated deflagration dynamics will be faster than the experimental one at the given values of Su and . Unfortunately, it was impossible to find other values of Su and  of stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture for such the initial temperature.
	The composition of the burned mixture was calculated using a thermodynamic equilibrium model [18] under isohoric conditions (internal energy is constant) and taking into account 21 species. The constant value of the heat of reaction, “averaged” through the whole deflagration process, was used in simulations at this stage. It was determined as a difference of internal energies of unburned mixture and combustion products at initial temperature of experiment, Jkg-1. Specific heats of mixtures were approximated as piecewise-polynomial functions of temperature with polynomial coefficients calculated according to mass-weighted mixing law of composing species. Molecular viscosities of both fresh and burned mixtures were calculated according to the Sutherland law for air viscosity. In simulations the mixture composition and aforementioned properties were assumed to be independent of pressure.
	The simulations according to the suggested CFD deflagration model (9) – (11) were performed using software FLUENT, which is based on a control-volume based finite-difference method. The solver used explicit linearisation of the governing equations with a second order accurate upwind scheme for convection terms and a central-difference second-order accurate scheme for diffusion terms. The Runge-Kutta algorithm was employed for solution of linear equation set. The time step was determined from Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition , where the CFL number was equal to 0.8 to ensure stability.
	The advantage of geometric flexibility of the unstructured tetrahedral grid was used to mesh spherical calculation domain. The average size of tetrahedron edge was m (about 33 control volumes along diameter of sphere). This was combined with a hanging-node solution adaptive meshing close to the flame front, where higher spatial resolution is required to reduce the simulated flame front thickness. One level of grid refinement was used, providing cells with a twice smaller average edge size m in the region of high progress variable gradient. Criterion for mesh refinement was . Criterion for de-refinement was specified as combination of and . The cell number during calculations varied from 116,586 (without mesh refinement) to 306,000 (with mesh refinement). The uniform grid with the cell edge m would consist of about one million control volumes, which would lead to an extremely significantly longer CPU time for simulation.
	At the initial moment, s, fluid was quiescent,  m/s. Combustion was initiated in the centre of sphere using value of the progress variable  in the region with radius m and distribution  everywhere else, which provided a smooth slope of the progress variable profile down to zero, and ensured the numerical stability and the near spherical initial flame kernel. The temperature distribution at the initial moment was , where the unburned mixture temperature was equal to experimental one, K, and the burned mixture temperature, obtained thermodynamically with the accepted heat of reaction , was K.
	At the vessel’s wall a non-slip boundary condition was used for velocities (). The  adiabatic boundary condition was used for the energy equation () and zero flux boundary condition for the progress variable equation ().
	In this study 4 different cases with two different values of N in the source terms (15), (16) and with/without mesh refinement were considered:
Case 1. , no mesh refinement	N=1
Case 2. , solution adaptive mesh refinement	N=1
Case 3. , no mesh refinement	N=2
Case 4. , solution adaptive mesh refinement	N=2

Results and Discussion
Simulated flame front structure and thickness
	Fig.1 shows cross section of the simulated in Case 4 flame front (identified as iso-surface ) for times t=9.8, 20.1, 32.7, 44.4 ms. It is seen that buoyancy doesn’t affect the flame front shape in spite of large sphere size. This is in agreement with results obtained earlier: the buoyancy affects a spherical propagation of flame when the Froude number becomes less than the critical value , [19]. For the considered experiment the Froude number during the whole deflagration process was more than . 
	In Fig.1 it is seen that the flame surface has a cellular structure. Similar flame structure was obtained in Cases 1-3. Such aThe cellular structure of the large-scale deflagration explosion flame front was obtained using LES for the first time. 
	According to [20], for stoichiometric propane-air deflagration the onset of cellular structure due to hydrodynamic instability occurs at the flame Reynolds number about 104 when the flame radius is 0.056 m. If this critical value is accepted for hydrogen-air flame then the cellular structure should onset at the flame front radius m. As was expected, a higher resolved wrinkling factor was obtained in simulations with the smaller control volume size - Cases 2 and 4 (m). From In Fig.1 one can see that the size of the resolved cells grows with time, which is in agreement with experimental observations [15]. A three -dimensional picture of the developed cellular structure (case 4, t=44.4 ms) is given in Fig.2. At this stage the characteristic size of the resolved cells reached 0.35 m with the average flame front radius of about 1.05 m.
	Development of the resolved  flame front cellular structure in simulations leads to an increase of the flame front area and, thus, to an increase of the mass burning rate. The resolved wrinkling factor can be calculated similar to [21] as: , where  - area of iso-surface c=0.5,   - area of the imaginary sphere of the same volume as the volume inside of simulated iso-surface . The resolved in simulations flame front wrinkling factor is growing with time and reaches values 1.03 and 1.09 in Case 1 and Case 2 correspondinglyrespectively. The higher wrinkling factor for Case 2 in comparison with Case 1 is, apparently, due to the finer grid, which provides a better resolution of the flame front. 
	In the present study the simulated flame thickness  was calculated as the volume between iso-surfaces  and , divided by the area of the iso-surface . It is convenient to normalise the simulated flame front thickness using the size of initial cell edge m. The variation of the front thickness normalised in such a way, expressed in an equivalent number of the original control volumes, is given in Fig.3. In simulations the combustion was initiated not from the point ignition source as in experiment, but by near spherical pre-ignited region, which means that the simulation results should be adjusted using the time of flame propagation through the pre-ignited region. Theoretically the flame front radius at the initial moment is zero and at the initial stage of combustion, when the dependence of the burning velocity on pressure rise can be neglected, the flame front velocity is constant and equal to  ( - expansion coefficient, ), and the flame front radius grows linearly. The correction times were obtained by imposing the simulated flame front radius with its analytical dependence after the flame separated from pre-ignited region. As a result, the extra times 3.75,  4.0, 3.75 and 4.5 ms were added to the original simulation time in Cases 1-4 respectivelycorrespondingly.
	The analysis of the flame front thickness is meaningful only between the moment when numerical flame propagation is stabilised, and the moment when iso-surface contacts the wall for the first time. In Fig.3 one can see that the use of one level of solution adaptive mesh refinement (i.e. decrease of characteristic control volume size in two times) decreases the simulated flame front thickness in about two times. Application of the modified gradient method (N=2) decreases the flame front thickness further by about two times, which is close to the size of the original control volume. 
	Decrease of the flame front thickness results in some consequences. Particularly, the time “lost” for analysis  - between the moment when iso-surface c=0.01 touches vessel walls and the moment when combustion is completed – ichanges from 5.7 ms in Case 1 and 4.4 ms in Case 2 (N=1) and onlyto 1.5 in Case 3 and 1.9 ms in Case 4 (N=2) correspondinglyrespectively.
	It’s worthwhile to mention that for unstructured grid the cells are oriented randomly and the simulated flame front occupied about four cells even for the modified gradient method. Not less than four computational cells were required for the resolution of the premixed turbulent flame in [9] also. We can presume that the decrease of the simulated flame front thickness below this value can result in slower flame front propagation because the numerically integrated across the flame front  will decrease below unity due to the poor insufficient numerical resolution. This is supported by results in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
Pressure-Time Histories 
	A comparison between the experimental pressure dynamics [16] and the dependence p(t) obtained from the lumped parameter model [21] and from the LES models, is shown in Fig.4. The dependence for the lumped parameter model pressure-time curve was obtained by the inverse problem method, i.e. varying by adjustment of  and  to obtain get the best fit to the same experimental data pressure transient [16]. Thus, we one shouldn’t wonder that the lumped parameter model provided the best agreement to the experimental pressure curve except of its final part, where experimental pressure drops due to the heat losses into vessel walls. This allows us to use data obtained with the lumped parameter model at the interval t=0-46 ms for verification of the LES model, if the required against data is not measured in experiment. The maximum explosion pressure, obtained in LES simulations, is in the range from 625.5 kPa to 627.8 kPa for all considered cases. This is in agreement with the theoretical value of pressure calculated according to thermodynamic equilibrium model for closed vessel (p=623 Pa), and slightly lower than maximum pressure according to the lumped parameter model (p=648.4 Pa). This close agreement is due to the fact that the adopted heat of reaction was calculated at isohoric conditions, which is lower than the heat of reaction for isobaric process: Jkg-1.
	After the moment t=46 ms second derivative of experimental pressure changes its sign from positive to negative because of heat losses into vessel walls. In both simulations the heat losses were neglected. This is why the second pressure derivative is always positive according to the lumped parameter model. In LES results the second pressure derivative changes its sign at the end of combustion. This is connected with the thick numerical flame front: once the simulated flame front leading edge (c=0.01) “touches” the wall (see Fig.4), its thickness decreases, that causes a decrease in mass burning rate and a deceleration in pressure dynamics. The earlier flame front attachment to the vessel walls is observed for N=1. 
	The best correspondence to the experimental pressure dynamics p(t) in Fig.4  is obtained in Case 4. However, as was mentioned earlier, the LES model used the burning velocity at initial conditions and the overall thermokinetic index, obtained by the inverse problem method from the same experimental data assuming the ideally spherical shape of the flame front. It means that the values of initial burning velocity and the overall thermokinetic index implicitly account for the cellular structure developing in the deflagration process. On the other hand, the LES results demonstrated that at least a part of cellular structure was explicitly resolved in simulations, thus the effect of cellular structure was accounted for twice. This, in its turn, means that in Fig.4 the LES pressure dynamics is displaced to the left  ofleft of the experimental curve. In the framework of the described model the finer grid resolution will lead to an explicit simulation of smaller and smaller cells. This will cause a faster flame propagation and further displacement of the pressure dynamics to the left of the experimental curve, which is supported by comparison of simulation results in Case 1 and Case 2 in Fig.4. Unfortunately, investigation of further grid refinement on pressure dynamics and flame front structure was not possible due to the demanding computer resources, required by such a simulation. However, the error between experimental and computed pressure dynamics of less than 10% can be treated as acceptable in the framework of the used assumptions.
Flame Front Propagation Velocity
	In the present study the flame front propagation velocity was calculated as the propagation velocity of the iso-surface . As the data on the flame velocity were not measured in the experiment, the simulation results were compared against results of the lumped parameter model, Fig.5. The initial period of the flame propagation and its final part between the moment when the leading flame edge () touches vessel wall and complete burn-out of mixture, are excluded from this analysis.
	One can see that according to the lumped parameter model the flame front velocity is nearly constant during the most of combustion process and equal to 23 ms-1, excluding the final stage of combustion.  In the final stage, the flame velocity reaches value 26 ms-1 because the effect of pressure built-up on the burning velocity is larger than the effect of flame deceleration close to the vessel wall. The flame front velocity according to the suggested model is in a qualitative agreement with the results of the lumped parameter model: the flame front velocity increases closer to the final stage of combustion. The higher faster growth of LES flame front propagation velocity obtainedcompared to results obtained from the lumped parameters model according to the LES model in Fig.5 can be explained by explicit resolution of the developing cellular structure.
ConclusionS
	A numerical model, capable of reasonable reproduction of the gaseous deflagration pressure dynamics in a premixed combustion process in a closed vessel, has been developed. The model is based on the LES method of turbulence simulation and gradient method for combustion rate modelling. An unstructured tetrahedral grid was used for numerical simulations with one level of grid refinement/de-refinement providing a finer resolution in the area around the flame front with moderate computer effortsCPU time.
	The developed LES model allowed the explicit resolution of the cellular structure of the spherical deflagrationlarge-scale explosion flame front for the first time. 
	The developed model was validated against experimental data on the pressure dynamics of an initially quiescent stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture in a large-scale 6.37 m3 closed spherical vessel. The model simulations reproduces the pressure dynamics in a closed vessel with an error of not more than 10%, which is acceptable for practical applications.
	The developed method was verified against the results of the lumped parameter model on the flame front propagation velocity.
	The method to control the simulated flame front thickness was suggested and implemented in the deflagration model. The performance of the method was investigated. The further study of this subject is required.
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Figure 1. The flame front profile in the vessel cross-section: Case 4, ms

Figure 2. The resolved flame cellular structure: Case 4, t=44.4 ms

Figure 3. The normalised flame front thickness with time.  - Moment of stabilisation of flame propagation after ignition, ​

​ - period between the moment, when iso-surface c=0.01 first contacts a wall and the moment of complete mixture burnout

Figure 4. The comparison of experimental [16] and the simulated pressure dynamics:  - moment, when iso-surface c=0.01 first contacts a wall

Figure 5. The simulation results for the flame front propagation velocity:  - Moment of stabilisation of flame propagation after ignition, ​

​ - period between the moment, when iso-surface c=0.01 first contacts a wall and the moment of complete mixture burnout
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